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Wow, what a huge F---Up with Afghanistan. I thought gold would have responded more, but just the same it
has almost fully recovered from the take down. I said Biden would be lucky to last a year and he might make
it 2 years to the mid term election, only because most view Kamala Harris as worse, if that is even possible.
Politically Biden is done as of today, easy to see on this FOX news piece, even his propaganda friends CNN
and NY Times are critical. The rats no when to leave the ship. And this is how he is viewed in Australia.
Totally unfit to be President. The Biden administration is the laughing stock around the world. Trying to
blame it on Trump just made him look more incompetent.
This is the biggest foreign policy blunder since the Vietnam war back in the 1960s. Vietnam changed the
public perception of government and trust in government never recovered. Public Trust's recent decline
began in 2000, believe it or not there was an up move under Trump even with all the bad media. If I could
find a similar chart, trust in main stream media has probably declined as much.

To be fair, Trump started the withdrawal of troops, but what will be remembered is what has happened in the
past week. And what is yet to happen that could easily be much worse. Biden is set to speak at 3.45 and he
is desperate need of some rabbits to pull out of a hat. I think it will be the worn out, blame Trump line.
Another example. Crypto currencies are a direct result of distrust. On that note Bitcoin has recovered to
about $47,000. If it is a bear market rally as I suspect, Bitcoin will meet resistance in the $50,000 area. The
rules of real science seem not to apply anymore. The “science” surrounding the COVID pandemic has been
politicized, distorted and lied about. This has caused even more distrust among citizens towards public
officials . An excellent example here of real science being censored.

Gold will probably meet resistance in the $1800 to $1820

Pretty much all the gold stocks are good buys on our list, but remember to keep good cash levels,
September/October are not far away.
All along I have said this whole Covid-19 fiasco will all play out in courts in the next months and years and
the lies will be uncovered. Here is another new example, where 1,200 first responders in Hawaii are starting
a class action lawsuit to stop a vaccine mandate. There is a longer video with the lawyer leading this suit
and he goes into a lot of detail on the vaccines. There is a pretty emotional and down to earth revelation by
one of the first responders, a fire captain of 20 years who has responded to many Covid-19 related
emergency calls.
Don't be overly concerned about all these Covid-19 fear tactics, passports and such, it will all come to an
end in the courts eventually because the government and health officials have no science or proof to back
their BS.
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